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ABSTRACT: We examine the adsorption of hydrogen and deuterium into the nanoporous nickel phosphate, VSB-5. On the
basis of gas sorption analysis, VSB-5 exhibits one of the highest measured H2 heats of adsorption (HOA) for hydrogen (16 kJ/
mol) yet reported. This high HOA is consistent with an unusually large red shift in the Q(1) and Q(0) hydrogen vibrational
modes as measured with in situ infrared spectroscopy. The HOA for D2 is measured to be 2 kJ/mol higher than that for H2.
“Ideal adsorbed solution theory” analysis of H2 and D2 isotherms provides selectivities above 4 for deuterium at 140 K, suggesting
that VSB-5 is a promising adsorbent for pressure-swing adsorption-type separations of hydrogen isotopes.

■

INTRODUCTION
Hydrogen and its isotopes, deuterium and tritium, have
numerous scientiﬁc and practical uses. In addition to its
potential as an energy carrier for fuel cells, hydrogen ﬁnds
extensive use in commercial chemical processes, welding, and
rocket propulsion.1−4 Many of these applications would beneﬁt
from superior storage solutions compared to high-pressure
cylinders, but virtually all physisorptive storage materials
investigated interact too weakly with H2 to provide meaningful
improvements.5−7 Chemisorptive storage approaches have also
been explored extensively, but the interactions are invariably
stronger than ideal, leading to poor kinetics and energy
eﬃciency.5,8−10 An ideal interaction energy was postulated to
be between 15 and 30 kJ/mol,11−13 but very few materials have
interactions in this range.
Deuterium is important commercially in drug delivery14 and
as a moderator in proliferation-resistant CANDU-type nuclear
reactors. For nuclear waste processing and environmental
remediation of radioactive releases, tritium-selective materials
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are needed. Tritium, which currently costs ca. $30 000 USD per
gram, ﬁnds use in medical diagnostics, sign illumination, and
military applications.15−17 Because tritium’s decay product 3He
has numerous critical functions such as neutron detection,
improved tritium separations technologies may indirectly lead
to a more stable supply of this critical isotope.18 Scientiﬁcally,
both isotopes are commonly used in neutron scattering studies,
as radioactive tracers, and as low-interference solvents in
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy.
Current isotopic separations rely on the diﬀerences in boiling
point and/or diﬀusivity and are nonideal due to high-energy
consumption. There has been growing interest in developing
adsorption-based technologies such as pressure swing adsorption (PSA) or related techniques such as temperature swing
adsorption for isotope recovery as it could lead to dramatically
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For our reinvestigation of VSB-5, we synthesized our sample
following the original recipe and phase purity was conﬁrmed by
powder X-ray diﬀraction. Full experimental details are provided
in the Supporting Information. Gas adsorption in VSB-5 is
quite sensitive to activation conditions. Thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) studies show mass loss between 470 K and 700
K with no plateau.22 The lack of a plateau in this region
suggests that the complete loss of the ligand water molecules
may be incomplete before framework collapse processes (which
also cause mass losses) begin. Overnight activation at 573 K
resulted in a lower than expected BET surface area and gray
discoloration at the edges of the sample (the activated material
has a yellow color), consistent with partial framework collapse.
After several measurements, we determined that the highest
surface areas could be achieved by long activations at 563 K (7
days under 10−6 mbar vacuum). The 77 K N2 adsorption−
desorption isotherm of activated VSB-5 shows type 1 behavior
with no hysteresis with a BET surface area of 420 m2/g over the
nanoporous region: 0.01 ≤ P/P0 ≤ 0.08. As the surface area is
lower than the original report, the surface area was simulated
using the “rolling an atom over the surface” Monte Carlo
technique,25 which predicts a 460 m2/g surface area of ideal
VSB-5 with all of the coordinated waters removed. The minor
discrepancy between our measurement and the predicted ideal
may result from either a small fraction of pore blockage or a
minor sample mass error and should have a negligible inﬂuence
on HOA determination.
Isotherms were collected at 120, 130, and 140 K to obtain
reliable HOAs (Figure 1, temperature justiﬁcation in the

lower energy consumption and thus lower overall costs. PSA
focuses on separation of gas molecules or adsorbates by
pressurizing the gas mixture on to a sorbent to trap a certain
type of molecule followed by a depressurizing step where the
collected molecules are released for subsequent puriﬁcation.
Several properties are critical in a good PSA sorbent: it should
have high selectivity for one isotope compared to that of
another, and (to minimize energy consumption) it should have
acceptable uptake and selectivity at relatively high temperatures,
ideally room temperature.19 A key challenge to achieving PSAtype isotopic separations is identifying materials with a usable
isotopic selectivity that can function in more favorable
temperature ranges. In this paper, we re-examine hydrogen
uptake in a nanoporous nickel phosphate, VSB-5, demonstrating it is a very rare example of a material with a isosteric heat of
adsorption (HOA) at 140 K for hydrogen in the 15−30 kJ/mol
range, considered ideal for hydrogen storage applications.
Further, we demonstrate that deuterium has a HOA suﬃciently
higher compared to hydrogen to make this material attractive
for PSA-type isotopic separations.
VSB-5, Ni20[(OH)12(H2O)6][(HPO4)8(PO4)4]·12H2O), was
ﬁrst reported by Cheetham and co-workers in 2001.20
Exhibiting large unidimensional pores of 11 Å decorated by
phosphate, hydrogen phosphate, and ligand water molecules,
VSB-5 reveals a pore chemistry that is quite diﬀerent from
those of other crystalline nanoporous materials, leading to
numerous catalytic studies.21 At least a fraction of the ligand
water molecules may be removed during activation, creating
accessible, coordinatively unsaturated Ni(II) sites along the
pore. In 2003, VSB-5 was evaluated for hydrogen adsorption
through gas adsorption, temperature-programmed desorption,
and inelastic neutron scattering measurements.22 The authors
identiﬁed a strong initial binding expected to arise from the
interaction between H2 and accessible Ni(II) sites, but a HOA
was not determined.

■
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Our samples were activated for 7 days at 563 K under 10−6 mbar
vacuum (ramp rate = 0.5 K/min). All H2 and D2 isotherms used for
HOA determination were measured on the same sample to eliminate
run-to-run variation arising from issues such as sample mass errors. We
also found it necessary to carry out a brief 373 K reactivation of the
sample between each measurement to ensure gas from the previous
measurement diﬀused out of the pores and to remove trace gas which
may otherwise build up in the pores over time. Adsorption isotherms
were measured on a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 physisorption analyzer
ﬁtted with a He cryostat purchased from Cold-Edge technologies. The
He cryostat provides ±0.01 K temperature stability and when coupled
with long equilibration times helps to measure reproducible adsorption
isotherms. The isotherms were collected in 10 K increments from 120
K through 140 K. Desorption isotherms were always collected to
conﬁrm negligible hysteresis.
Infrared spectra were obtained using a Bomem Da3 spectrometer
with a quartz halogen source, KBr beam splitter, and mercury
cadmium telluride detector. A broad-band visible ﬁlter was used to
minimize sample heating by the infrared (IR) source. Measurements
are performed using the diﬀuse reﬂectance technique outlined in our
earlier work.23 This technique signiﬁcantly enhances the IR signal of
adsorbed H2 in comparison to traditional transmission measurements.
A custom-built cryogenic chamber allows the sample powders to be
mounted, degassed, cooled, and dosed with H2 without exposing them
to air.24 Loading is performed at 77 K, after which the sample is slowly
cooled to base temperature. The excess pressure drop (relative to a He
reference) is used to determine the quantity of H2 gas adsorbed. In all
cases spectra are referenced to a background spectrum of the VSB-5
sample containing only He thermal exchange gas.

Figure 1. Measured adsorption isotherms for H2 (left) and D2 (right).

Supporting Information). All these isotherms are initially steep
with a sharp inﬂection point in the 10−20 Torr region followed
by gradual additional uptake toward the asymptotic adsorption
capacity. This is consistent with the presence of strongly
interacting sites (steep region) followed by additional
adsorption on less strongly interacting sites. Figure 2 displays
the isosteric HOA extracted via the Clausius−Clapeyron
equation using the H2 and D2 isotherms in Figure 1. The
initial HOA are around 16 kJ/mol for H2 and 18 kJ/mol for D2.
This value drops sharply beginning around 10 cm3/g and
progressing through 15 kJ/mol, suggesting saturation of the
primary sorption site and additional uptake on secondary sites.
To conﬁrm the HOA values for both H2 and D2, a second
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Figure 2. Measured heats of adsorption (left) and IAST determined
selectivity (right) for H2 and D2 into VSB-5.

Figure 3. Diﬀuse reﬂectance IR spectra of adsorbed H2 within VSB-5
at 40 K. Spectra are shown for H2 concentrations in cm3/g of: red 6
(lowest), green 17, blue 45, and purple 80 (highest).

independent study was performed at Oberlin College using a
similar gas sorption analyzer with a custom-built cryostat. Initial
HOA values of 16.8 and 18.4 kJ/mol obtained in that study for
H2 and D2 respectively are within the experimental error of our
values plotted above.
The 2003 study on H2 adsorption in VSB-5 concluded that
the most favorable H2 adsorption site is a coordinatively
unsaturated Ni(II) site which (presumably) becomes accessible
during activation. The paper showed that a high initial slope in
a H2 gas sorption isotherm, an unusually low rotational
tunneling energy measured for adsorbed H2 with inelastic
neutron scattering, and the disappearance of the steep initial
slope for H2 adsorption for samples reduced under hydrogen
(presumably forming nickel hydride in place of the presumed
Ni(II) site) all strongly pointed to interactions with
coordinatively unsaturated metal sites as driving VSB-5’s
hydrogen loading. Our work is fully consistent with this
interpretation, although none of our data deﬁnitively conﬁrm
this conclusion.
One puzzling feature of the HOA curve is that the site with
the high aﬃnity for hydrogen appears to saturate at loadings of
approximately 12 cm3/g. If we assume all six potential Ni(II)
sites adsorb hydrogen, we would expect the high HOA region
to continue up to loadings of 53 cm3/g. Assuming Ni(II) sites
are indeed responsible for the high HOA, there are several
possible explanations. It is possible that only a fraction of the
H2O molecules are removed during activation. The continuous
mass losses through the loss of bound waters through sample
decomposition observed in TGA experiments make it
impossible to quantify the precise water loss. It is also possible
that a fraction of the sites are blocked by either remaining
bound waters, hydrogen adsorbed to adjacent sites, or a
structural rearrangement involving the (PO4/HPO4) groups
lining the pores. We are pursuing additional data to shed light
on this question which may enable us to improve activation.
Previous studies have noted a consistent red shift in the
frequency of the H2 vibrational mode relative to its gas-phase
value (4161 cm−1). The magnitude of the shift shows a linear
correlation with the strength of the sorbent−H2 interaction.26,27
Although the H2 vibration is not IR-active, interactions with the
framework induce a dipole moment such that the transition can
now be measured with IR spectroscopy. Figure 3 presents IR
absorption spectra obtained using a customized diﬀuse

reﬂectance apparatus.24 The spectra are referenced to degassed
VSB-5 and show the vibrational modes of the adsorbed H2. At
the lowest concentration only a broad absorption is observed
with features at 3970 and 3986 cm−1. We believe these to be
the highly perturbed Q(1) and Q(0) modes, respectively.
These Q(J) modes are the purely vibrational (rotational
quantum number ΔJ = 0) excitations. Because of quantum
statistics, hydrogen molecules with even J quantum numbers
are constrained to have total nuclear spin I = 0 of the adsorbed
H2 (called para-H2), and odd J quantum numbers have I = 1
(called ortho-H2). At the temperatures studied only the J = 0
and J = 1 states are thermally populated. At higher
concentrations, additional features appear in the region of
4080 to 4140 cm−1. These are indicative of H2 adsorbed at
weaker secondary sites.26 At low concentration H2 ﬁrst adsorbs
in the most strongly binding (primary) site, and once this is
saturated, it starts to occupy secondary sites. The primary-site
H2 modes are shifted by roughly 180 cm−1 relative to the
corresponding gas-phase values representing the largest
reported red shift for a porous material. Figure 4 shows the
measured vibrational red shift as a function of HOA for a series

Figure 4. Measured IR red shift as a function of the initial isosteric
heat of adsorption for several MOF materials.23,26−29
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of MOF materials.23,26−29 There is a strong correlation between
the two, and as can be seen, our measured HOA value for VSB5 is perfectly in line with the overall trend.
To our knowledge, VSB-5 is the second nanoporous
framework demonstrated to bind hydrogen with a HOA
above 15 kJ/mol. The ﬁrst is a Cu(I)-based MOF with a 32 kJ/
mol HOA attributed to H2 sorption on the Cu(I) site.30,31
While the initial H2 adsorption in VSB-5 occurs with
interactions suﬃciently strong for mobile applications, VSB-5
itself is unlikely to ﬁnd application for mobile hydrogen storage
applications because of its modest gravimetric hydrogen uptake.
The low gravimetric capacity can be rationalized from the
stoichiometry; occupation of all pore-accessible Ni(II) sites
leads to a maximum H2 loading of just 0.48% hydrogen by
mass. Secondary sites will raise this value to a degree, but not
enough to reach United States Department of Energy targets.
However, a deeper understanding of the origin of the
remarkable HOA may provide useful insights to aid in the
discovery of potentially useful compounds.
The initial HOA measured for D2 in the same sample was
∼1.5 kJ/mol higher than that of H2, a diﬀerence persisting
consistently through the range presumed to arise from
interaction with the metal site. At higher loadings, the HOAs
converge to essentially the same value. As H2 and D2 are
identical electronically and diﬀer primarily by mass, this
diﬀerence in HOA must come from mass-dependent quantum
eﬀects. These eﬀects result in higher HOAs for heavier isotopes
bound in the same electronic potential energy well, but with
lower zero-point translational energies. Lower zero-point
translational energies occur because the heavier isotope sits
lower in that potential well, resulting in a stronger binding
energy. Diﬀerences in HOA between H2 and D2 have
previously been attributed to this eﬀect for carbon nanotubes,
organic frameworks, zeolites, and metal−organic frameworks.29,31−35 In Cu(I)-MFU-4l,30 the 2.5 kJ/mol HOA
diﬀerence between the isotopes is attributed to this eﬀect
based on the diﬀerence in the adsorbate’s vibrational
frequencies: υr H2 = 1427 cm−1, υr D2 = 1363 cm−1. The
diﬀerence in D2/H2 binding energy arising from the zero-point
energies diminishes with increasing temperature, causing the
measured H2 and D2 HOAs to converge toward identical
HOAs. In single-walled carbon nanotubes, for example, the
quantum eﬀects are no longer observed by 77 K.31 Persistence
of measurable quantum eﬀects up to at least 140 K is consistent
with the exceptionally strong hydrogen binding present in VSB5. As the quantum eﬀects leading to the diﬀerence in HOA are
primarily mass-dependent, it is reasonable to anticipate that
tritium (or HT) would also exhibit a HOA diﬀerence which
could be utilized for separations of this isotope.
Adsorption was simulated with grand canonical Monte Carlo
using just electrostatics and a quantum (Feynman-Hibbs)
corrected Lennard-Jones potential. The model was found to
underpredict the experimentally observed properties, and only
gives a 0.5 kJ/mol diﬀerence in the initial HOAs of D2 and H2
(details and plot in Supporting Information). This was also
observed in HKUST-1 (which has coordinatively unsaturated
metal sites),36 where similar simulations using two diﬀerent
common H2 models underpredict the measured HOA. In
contrast, H2 adsorption into MOF-5 (IRMOF-1),37 which has
no open metal sites, is well-described by those models. This
failure indicates that there are more complex eﬀects at play than
those classical models describe. Recently, Space and co-workers
used a polarization term to account for the missing energetics.38

Using their model with just polarization of H2 by the
framework improved agreement between simulation and
experiment, predicting a 1.2 kJ/mol diﬀerence in the initial
HOAs. By applying the Feynman−Hibbs correction to the
polarization term, it may be possible to further improve the
quantitative prediction of the diﬀerential adsorption between
H2 and D2 in materials with coordinatively unsaturated metal
sites.
The diﬀerence in the H2 and D2 HOA indicate that VSB-5
will be selective for D2. Using the slopes of the Henry’s law
region supplies a coarse estimate for the initial selectivity, but it
is better to use ideal adsorbed solution theory (IAST).39 IAST
combines experimental isotherms of two diﬀerent gases
measured at the same temperature to estimate the selectivity
of the material for a binary mixture of any composition across a
range of loadings. The initial measured selectivity at 140 K for
VSB-5 is in excess of 4 using both Henry’s law slopes and IAST
(IAST curve in Figure 2). We believe this is the highest
measured selectivity in this temperature range, although
simulations on Cu(I)−MFU-4l suggest a possible selectivity
between 5 and 7.6 in the 120−140 K range.30 VSB-5 surpasses
NiMOF-74, which, to our knowledge, was previously the best
measured high-temperature material for this separation for the
same mechanistic reasons.29 The selectivity for D2 is highest at
the initial loadings and falls smoothly for higher loadings
presumably because of saturation of the coordinatively
unsaturated metal sites. This implies that the selectivity,
much like the diﬀerence in HOA, arises from strong quantum
eﬀects that occur when the hydrogen is conﬁned near
coordinatively unsaturated metal sites.

■

CONCLUSIONS

■

ASSOCIATED CONTENT

In conclusion, VSB-5 is shown to have one of the highest
measured initial heats of adsorption, greater than 16 kJ/mol for
H2. D2 maintained a 1.5 kJ/mol greater HOA than H2 at low
loadings. This diﬀerence leads to what we believe to be the
highest measured initial D2/H2 selectivity in any material at a
temperature above 120 K. Despite exhibiting a surface area
close to the theoretically predicted maximum for all bound
waters removed, the total adsorption is less than one H2 per
coordinatively unsaturated Ni(II) site, indicating that either
some sites are blocked by H2 adsorbed at neighboring sites,
incomplete activations still provide surface areas near the
theoretical value, or there is a structural rearrangement of VSB5 upon activation. The high HOA and selectivity make VSB-5
an attractive sorbent for lower energy cost PSA separations of
D2/H2 gas mixtures.
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